1. Approval of the agenda for Friday, January 22, 2016
2. Approval of the notes from December 11, 2015
3. Forms TABLED from previous meeting
   a. C1670: Form C from Radiologic Sciences to Revise Certificate in Nuclear Medicine Imaging-Elizabeth Greer
   b. C1643: Form C from Emergency Medical Services to revise BS in Emergency Medical Services
   c. C1637: Form C from Emergency Medical Services to revise BS in Emergency Medical Services
   d. C1644: Form C from Management to Revise Master of Accounting - Professional Accounting Concentration
   e. C1682: Form C from Civil Engineering to Revise Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering
   f. C1687: Form C from Honors College to Revise BA in Interdisciplinary Liberal Arts
   g. C1603: Form C from Valencia Branch - Communication, Humanities, English and Social Sciences to Revise Associate of Arts in Criminology
4. Forms from Population Health-Deborah Helitzer and Robert Olds
   a. B1726: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health Biology, PH 201 (3)
   b. B1727: Form B from Public Health to create Essentials of Epidemiology, PH 210 (3)
   c. B1728: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health: Intro to Social, Cultural, Behavioral Theory
   d. B1719: Form B from Public Health to create Intro to Environmental and Occupational Health, PH 230 (3)
   e. B1734: Form B from Public Health to create Health Policy: A Primer for Population Health Practice, PH 240 (3)
   f. B1737: Form B from Public Health to create Fundamentals of Health Care Finance, PH 241 (3)
   g. B1738: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health Research Methods, PH 310 (3)
   h. B1739: Form B from Public Health to create Health Data Systems, PH 350 (3)
   i. B1740: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health Management, PH 360 (3)
   j. B1742: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health Field Experience, PH 375 (1-3)
   k. B1744: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health Evidenced-Based Practices, PH 420 (3)
   l. B1746: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health Planning I, PH 421 (3)
   m. B1747: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health Planning II, PH 422 (3)
   n. B1748: Form B from Public Health to create Population Health Capstone, PH 475 (6)
   o. C1685: Form C from Public Health to create (NEW) Bachelor of Science in Population Health
   p. B1756: Form B from Public Health to create Introduction to Developmental Epidemiology, PH 529 (2)
   q. B1755: Form B from Public Health to create Intervention Research with Marginalized Populations, PH 558 (3)
   r. C1689: Form C from Public Health to revise MPH Epidemiology Concentration
   s. C1676: Form C from Public Health to revise Master of Public Health
   t. C1677: Form C from Public Health to revise MPH Community Health Concentration
   u. C1679: Form C from Public Health to revise MPH Graduate Minor
5. Forms from Biomedical Sciences-Dave Peabody/Alec Reber
   a. B1718: Form B from Biomedical Sciences to create Journal Club: Translational Science, BIOM 527 (1)
   b. B1717: Form B from Biomedical Sciences to create Journal Club: Neuroscience, BIOM 536 (1)
   c. B1671: Form B from Biomedical Sciences to create FDA Drug & Device Development in CTR, BIOM 569 (1-6)
   d. B1670: Form B from Biomedical Sciences to create Scientific Writing in CTR, BIOM 570 (1-6)
   e. B1715: Form B from Biomedical Sciences to create Directed Study, BIOM 598 (1-3)
   f. C1673: Form C from Biomedical Sciences to create PhD in Biomedical Sciences, Cardiovascular Physiology Concentration
   g. C1672: Form C from Biomedical Sciences to create PhD in Biomedical Sciences, Neurosciences Concentration
   h. C1671: Form C from Biomedical Sciences to create PhD in Biomedical Sciences, Cancer Biology Concentration
6. Forms from Medicine
   a. B1699: Form B from Clinical Science to create Pediatric Nephrology, CLNS 695 (4)
   b. B1701: Form B from Clinical Science to create Family Medicine Sub-internship in Northern NM, CLNS 788 (4)
   c. B1702: Form B from Clinical Science to create Family Medicine Sub-internship in Southern NM, CLNS 789 (4)
7. Forms from Education
   a. B1633: Form B from Education to create Creating Effective K-8 Learning Environments I, EDUC 401L (1)
   b. B1634: Form B from Education to create Creating Effective K-8 Learning Environments II, EDUC 402L (1)
   c. B1635: Form B from Education to create Using Assessment: Creating Effective K-8 Learning Environments III, EDUC 403L
   d. B1636: Form B from Education to create K-8 Field Experience I, EDUC 411L (1)
   e. B1637: Form B from Education to create K-8 Field Experience II, EDUC 4112L (2)
   f. B1638: Form B from Education to create K-8 Field Experience III/Student Teaching, EDUC 413L (6)
   g. C1710: Form C from Education to revise BSEd Physical Education Major
   h. C1700: Form C from Education to revise BAEd and BSEd Secondary Education Degrees
   i. C1681: Form C from Education to revise BSEd Special Ed and Elementary Ed Dual License Program
   j. C1651: Form C from Education to revise BS in Athletic Training
   k. C1627: Form C from Education to create (NEW) Community Health Education minor
   l. C1625: Form C from Education to revise BS Ed Elementary Education
   m. C1640: Form C from Education to change Department of Educational Specialties name
8. Forms B
   a. B1668: Form B from Gallup Branch - Arts and Sciences to create Special Topics in Sociology, SOC 298 (3)
9. Forms C
   a. C1654: Form C from Nursing to revise Post Masters Certificate in Nursing
   b. C1766: Form C from Los Alamos Branch - Science to revise AS Environmental Science degree
   c. C1768: Form C from Los Alamos Branch - Science to revise AS Pre-Professional Health Sciences degree
   d. C1765: Form C from Los Alamos Branch - Science to revise AS Science degree
   e. C1748: Form C from Los Alamos Branch - Science to revise AA in Liberal Arts
   f. C1736: Form C from Native American Studies to revise Native American Studies Program Honors Major
   g. C1735: Form C from Native American Studies to revise BA Native American Studies
   h. C1718: Form C from Art and Art History to revise BFA Art Studio Degree
   i. C1711: Form C from Honors College to revise Honors College Certificate
   j. C1696: Form C from Psychology to revise BA/BS Psychology Degree
   k. C1692: Form C from Earth & Planetary Sciences to revise BS Earth & Planetary Sciences major
10. New Business
    b. Review of remaining FSCC Meeting dates for Spring 2016
    c. Discussion of FSCC Chair to start Fall 2016